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HEAT SHRINKABLE HOLDER FOR 
ARTICLES, HEAT-SHRINKABLE PACKAGE 
OF ARTICLES, HEAT-SHRINKABLE SLEEVE 
FOR ARTICLES, AND METHOD AND DEVICE 

FOR PACKAGING AND SLEEVING 5 
ARTICLES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

10 

The present application a continuation application of appli 
cation Ser. No. 1 1/588,844, filed Oct. 27, 2006, which is a 
continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 1 1/384,031, filed 
Mar. 17, 2006. Applicants claim priority to both applications 
and incorporate both applications herein by reference. 15 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates generally to a heat-shrinkable 
holder for securing articles, a package securing Such articles 20 
using heat-shrinkable sheets, a sleeve for articles, and a 
method and device for securing Such articles using heat 
shrinkable sheets and/or for sleeving articles. 

BACKGROUND 25 

Articles Such as beverage containers are often secured 
together using thermoplastic ring-type carriers. Some Such 
carriers are sometimes known as "six-pack carriers, 
although carriers for holding various numbers of containers 30 
have been used. Typically, such carriers comprise a flexible 
plastic, for example made from a low-density polyethylene. 
The carriers have openings formed Smaller than the contain 
ers. The carriers are stretched overa suitably positioned group 
of the containers. When released, the openings conform to the 35 
sides of the containers, thereby unitizing the containers into a 
package. 

The characteristics of the plastics used in such stretch 
loaded carriers are such that it can be difficult to remove 
individual containers or groups of containers together due he 40 
the amount of force required. In particular, the complexity of 
manufacture and use of Such carriers increases Substantially 
with the number of containers being held by the carrier. Also, 
the carriers used are generally small strips, located around the 
top portion of the containers, for example along a ridge at the 45 
top of a can. The plastics are thus not Susceptible to carrying 
printed indicia, and are typically not sufficiently transparent 
or translucent so as to allow the view of any indicia on the 
containers being held. Also, a fair amount of force and com 
plicated machinery is required to stretch the carriers so as to 50 
place them over the containers. Therefore, although stretch 
loaded carriers have been used for many years, various draw 
backs do exist with regard to stretch-loaded carriers. 

In conventional shrink-wrapping, a load is fed to a wrap 
ping Zone in which a shrink-wrap film is placed on the load in 55 
some fashion. The film is cut into pieces or sheets before or 
during the placement on the load. Typically, the film makes a 
complete revolution around the load so that two cut ends 
overlap. The load and film are then passed into a heating 
tunnel causing the film to shrink and compress against the 60 
load. Typically, the film is cut into sheets large enough to 
allow for some overlap between edges when placed on the 
load. During the heating process, the edges may therefore be 
sealed together forming a unitary package. 

Groups of articles such as containers have been wrapped 65 
with shrink-wrap in such fashion previously. However, due to 
the nature of conventional shrink-wrapping, the film extends 

2 
only around the outside of the articles. Therefore, individual 
articles may not be removed without compromising the integ 
rity of the entire package, and individual articles may contact 
each other while packaged, possibly leading to damage. To 
address issues such as these, sometimes, articles are even 
placed in a first container Such as a box or a stretch wrap 
carrier, and then shrink-wrapped. Such packaging adds cost 
and wastes material. 

Accordingly, an improved holder for articles such as con 
tainers, an improved package of unitized containers, and 
improved methods and devices of packaging would be well 
come, addressing one or more of the above drawbacks of 
conventional packaging technology, and/or other disadvan 
tages of currently available technology. 

SUMMARY 

According to certain aspects of the disclosure, a heat 
shrinkable holder for securing a plurality of articles includes 
at least a first and second blank Strips. Each first and second 
blank strip includes a first sheet formed of heat-shrinkable 
material and having a pre-shrinking length; and a second 
sheet formed of heat-shrinkable material substantially equal 
to the first sheet pre-shrinking length, the second sheet being 
joined to the first sheet at discrete joinder locations so as to 
create at least two openings therebetween, each of the open 
ings sized larger than one of the articles, the first and second 
sheets including perforations at the discrete joinder locations. 
Releasable fastener portions are provided for holding the first 
blank strip to the second blank strip, the releasable fastener 
portions being located between the second sheet of the first 
blank strip and the first sheet of the second blank strip at 
locations spaced from the perforations. Each of the first and 
second sheets are heat-shrinkable to an extent to secure one of 
the articles on each opening, a portion of one of the first sheets 
and a portion of one of the second sheets securing one of the 
articles being removable from the holder by tearing at the 
perforations and by release of the releasable fastener portion. 
Various options and modifications are possible. 

For example, the holder may be configured with six open 
ings for securing six articles in a two-by-three arrangement, 
and the articles may be arranged so that they do not contact 
each other directly when secured. At least one of the first or 
second sheets may include printed indicia relating to the 
article. The portion of the first sheet and the portion of the 
second sheet removed with the article may comprise a label 
for the article. The first and second sheets may be joined via 
at least one of heating or an adhesive. The holder may further 
include an extending handle. The articles may be containers, 
and the perforations and releasable fastener portions may be 
located so that upon removal of the portion of the first sheet, 
the portion of the second sheet and the article, the holder and 
remaining articles are an intact package and no waste holder 
material is generated. 

According to other aspects of the disclosure, a package of 
articles may include a plurality of articles, at least a first and 
second blank Strips, each first and second blank Strip includ 
ing a first sheet formed of heat-shrinkable material and having 
a pre-shrinking length; and a second sheet formed of heat 
shrinkable material substantially equal to the first sheet pre 
shrinking length, the second sheet being joined to the first 
sheet at discrete joinder locations so as to create at least two 
openings therebetween, each of the openings sized larger than 
one of the articles, the first and second sheets including per 
forations at the discrete joinder locations. Releasable fastener 
portions may be provided for holding the first blank strip to 
the second blank Strip, the releasable fastener portions being 
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located between the second sheet of the first blank strip and 
the first sheet of the second blank strip at locations spaced 
from the perforations; each of the first and second sheets 
being heat-shrinkable to an extent to secure one of the articles 
on each opening, a portion of one of the first sheets and a 
portion of one of the second sheets securing one of the articles 
being removable from the holder by tearing at the perfora 
tions and by release of the releasable fastener portion. Again, 
various options and modifications are possible. 

According to other aspects of the disclosure, a package of 
articles includes a plurality of articles; and a holder including 
at least four sheets of heat-shrunken material having Substan 
tially equal pre-shrinking lengths, the sheets being joined at a 
plurality of discrete joinder portions thereby forming a plu 
rality of openings arranged in at least two rows, perforations 
being formed at the joinder portions and releasable fastener 
portions being formed between the innermost two sheets 
spaced from the perforations, each opening sized to secure an 
article therein, the heat-shrunken material and articles 
thereby forming a unitary heat-shrunken package configured 
with a plurality of articles arranged in at least two rows, 
individual articles being separable from the package by tear 
ing at a respective one of the perforations once separating at 
a respective one of the releasable fasteners without generating 
waste holder material. As above, various options and modi 
fications are possible. 

Aheat-shrinkable holder for securing a plurality of articles 
is also disclosed, the holder including at least four sheets of 
heat-shrunken material having Substantially equal pre 
shrinking lengths, the sheets being joined at a plurality of 
discrete joinder portions thereby forming a plurality of open 
ings arranged in at least two rows, perforations being formed 
at the joinder portions and releasable fastener portions being 
formed between the innermost two sheets spaced from the 
perforations, each opening sized to secure an article therein, 
the heat-shrunken material and articles thereby forming a 
unitary heat-shrunken package configured with a plurality of 
articles arranged in at least two rows, individual articles being 
separable from the package by tearing at a respective one of 
the perforations once separating at a respective one of the 
releasable fasteners without generating waste holder mate 
rial. Again, various options and modifications are possible. 

According to other aspects of the invention, a method of 
packaging articles is disclosed, including creating a first and 
second blank strip by joining a first sheet of heat-shrinkable 
material and a second sheet of heat-shrinkable material at 
discrete joinder portions spaced along the first and second 
sheet So as to form a plurality of openings, each opening 
located between each adjacent pair of joinder portions; per 
forating the first and second sheets at the discrete joinder 
portions: joining the first and second blank Strips by applying 
a releasable fastener to the first and second blank stops spaced 
from the perforations; inserting an article into each of the 
openings; separating the sheets and articles at predetermined 
locations into groups of articles; and heating the first and 
second sheets to shrink the first and second sheets thereby 
forming a unitary package of the sheets and the groups of 
inserted articles. Various options and modifications are avail 
able. 

For example, the joining step may be is achieved by apply 
ing an adhesive. Also, the method may further include open 
ing the openings before the inserting step. The opening step 
may also include blowing a gas into the openings. The blow 
ing step may be performed by a separator inserted into the 
openings during at least part of the blowing step, and the 
separator may be removed as the article is inserted. 
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4 
According to other aspects of the disclosure, a device is 

disclosed for placing a pre-made shrink-wrap blank on 
articles, the device including a conveyor belt for conveying a 
plurality of the articles, a feed for feeding the shrink-wrap 
blank to the articles, a guide for sliding the blank onto the 
articles with articles sliding into openings in the blank, a 
separating device for separating the plurality of articles from 
each other along with respective portions of the blank by 
separating the blank into portions at predetermined locations, 
and a heat Source for shrinking the discrete groups of articles 
and respective blank portions to the article. As above, various 
options and modifications are possible. 

For example, a separator may blow a fluid into the openings 
in the blanks to assist in opening the openings for the articles, 
and the separator may include extending elements driven 
along a track, the extending elements extending into the open 
ings to assist in opening the openings for the articles. The 
portion of the blank may be disposed around only one article, 
and may also comprise a label for the article. If desired, the 
portion of the blank may be disposed around a plurality of 
articles, thereby forming a package of articles secured by the 
shrunken blank portion. 
A method of attaching heat-shrinkable sleeves on articles 

includes creating a blank Strip by joining a first sheet of 
heat-shrinkable material and a second sheet of heat-shrink 
able material at discrete joinderportions spaced along the first 
and second sheet So as to form a plurality of openings, each 
opening located between each adjacent pair of joinder por 
tions; perforating the first and second sheets at the discrete 
joinder portions; inserting an article into each of the open 
ings; separating the sheets and articles at the joinder portions 
to form a sleeve about each article made from a portion of the 
first sheet and a portion of the second sheet; and heating the 
sleeve, thereby shrinking the sheet portions to secure them to 
the respective article. Again, various options and modifica 
tions are possible. 

For example, the creating step may include creating perfo 
rations at the joinder portions to assist in the separating step, 
and/or the shrunken sleeve may comprise a label for the 
article. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1A is a perspective schematic view of one possible 
line configuration of a line for manufacturing heat-shrinkable 
holders according to certain aspects of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 1B is a perspective schematic view of one possible 
line configuration of a line for placing articles in heat-shrink 
able holders so as to create a package. 

FIG. 2A is a perspective view of one example of an empty 
heat shrinkable holder. 

FIG. 2B is a perspective view of the heat shrinkable holder 
as in FIG. 2A, with articles located within the openings of the 
holder, before heat-shrinking. 

FIG. 2C is a perspective view of the holder and articles as 
in FIG. 2B, after heat-shrinking. 

FIG.3 is a top view of a heat-shrunkenholder as in FIG.2C, 
with the articles removed for clarity. 

FIG. 4A is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
holder and articles, as in FIG.2C, wherein the holder includes 
perforations for assisting in removing individual articles. 

FIG. 4B is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
holder and articles, as in FIG. 2C, wherein the holder has a 
Smaller vertical dimension. 
FIG.4C is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 

holder and articles, as in FIG.2C, wherein the articles are held 
by two holders as in FIG. 4B. 
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FIG. 4D is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
holder and articles, as in FIG. 2C, wherein the holder is 
Smaller and centrally located vertically along the articles. 

FIG. 4E is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
holder and articles, as in FIG.2C, wherein the holder includes 
printed indicia thereon. 

FIG. 4F is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
holder and articles, as in FIG. 2C, wherein printed indicia on 
the articles may be seen through at least a portion of the 
holder, and including an optional handle. 

FIG. 4G is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
holder and articles, as in FIG. 2C, wherein the holder extends 
along the entire side Surfaces and at least partially onto the top 
and bottom surfaces of the articles. 
FIG.5A is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 

holder and articles, as in FIG. 2C, wherein the holder holds 
more articles in a two by six arrangement. 

FIG. 5B is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
holder and articles, as in FIG. 2C, wherein the holder holds 
more articles in a three by four arrangement. 

FIG. 6A is a perspective view of an alternate empty heat 
shrinkable holder. 

FIG. 6B is a perspective view of the heat shrinkable holder 
as in FIG. 6A, with articles located within the openings of the 
holder, before heat-shrinking. 

FIG. 6C is a perspective view of the holder and articles as 
in FIG. 6B, after heat-shrinking. 

FIG. 7 is a top view of a heat-shrunkenholder as in FIG. 6C, 
with the articles removed for clarity. 

FIG. 8A is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
holder and articles, wherein the holder includes an optional 
handle. 

FIG. 8B is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
holder and articles, wherein the holder includes an alternate 
optional handle. 

FIG. 9A is a perspective view of an alternate empty heat 
shrinkable holder. 
FIG.9B is a perspective view of the heat shrinkable holder 

as in FIG.9A, with articles located within the openings of the 
holder, before heat-shrinking. 
FIG.9C is a perspective view of the holder and articles as 

in FIG.9B, after heat-shrinking. 
FIG. 10 is a top view of a heat-shrunken holder as in FIG. 

9C, with the articles removed for clarity. 
FIG. 11 is a top view of a heat-shrunken holder as in FIG. 

10, with one perforation area torn. 
FIG. 12 is a top view of a heat-shrunken holder as in FIG. 

11, with one releasable fastener separated to free one article 
from the holder and package. 

FIG. 13 is a top view of a heat-shrunken holder as in FIG. 
12, with a second perforation area torn to free a second article 
from the holder and package. 

FIG. 14 is a side view of an assembly for applying blanks 
to articles. 

FIG. 15 is a top view of a portion of the assembly of FIG. 
14, taken along line 15-15. 

FIG. 16 is a side view of a portion of the assembly of FIG. 
14, taken along line 16-16 in FIG. 15. 

FIG. 17 is a sectional view of a portion of the assembly of 
FIG. 14, taken along line 17-17. 

FIG. 18 is a top view of a portion of the assembly of FIG. 
14, taken along line 18-18. 

FIG. 19 is a perspective view of a portion of the assembly 
of FIG. 14 showing entry of the spreaders into the holder 
blank. 
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FIG. 20 is a perspective view of a portion of the spreader 

and air manifold section of the device of FIG. 14. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Reference will now be made in detail to embodiments of 
the invention, one or more examples of which are illustrated 
in the drawings. Each example is provided by way of expla 
nation of the invention, and not meant as a limitation of the 
invention. For example, features illustrated or described as 
part of one embodiment can be used with another embodi 
ment to yield still a third embodiment. It is intended that the 
present invention include these and other modifications and 
variations. In discussing various embodiments, like or similar 
reference numerals are used below with like or similar parts 
of various embodiments. 
As described herein, a shrink-wrapping material may be 

used to form holder for articles. Preferably, the holder is 
formed from at least two sheets of the heat shrinkable material 
for holding at least one row of articles. However, more sheets 
and various configurations could be employed. For example, 
three sheets could be used for two rows of articles, as in a 
conventional six-pack (two by three) arrangement. If desired 
the sheets may have different properties, and all sheets need 
not be heat-shrinkable. For example, one of two sheets may 
be heat shrinkable, or two of three sheets may be heat shrink 
able, as discussed below. The non-shrinkable sheets may be 
provided for structural stability (for example, use as a center 
sheet or a handle), for carrying printed indicia, or for other 
purposes. The present disclosure also includes various pack 
ages for holding articles, and methods for creating such hold 
ers and packages. 

FIGS. 1A through 3 disclose one possible method for 
manufacturing Such holders and creating Such packages. The 
example used therein is for a conventional six-pack of cans. It 
should be understood also that the present invention has util 
ity with various articles, not just containers, and with various 
containers, not just cans, as shown. 
More particularly, FIG. 1A is a perspective schematic view 

of one possible line configuration of a line for manufacturing 
heat-shrinkable holders, an example of which is shown in 
FIG. 2A. As shown in FIG. 1A, line 10a includes film supply 
rolls 12, 14, 16 at one end and take up roll 18 at the other. 
Between the rolls lies a forming Zone 20, where film from 
rolls 12, 14, 16 is formed into holders for articles. 

Forming Zone 20 includes spreaders 22 and sealers 24. As 
shown in FIG. 1A, spreaders 22 are rods inserted between 
films 26, 28, 30 to create openings 32. At the rightmost end of 
forming Zone 20, spreaders 22a are being inserted between 
the films 26, 28, 30, closely adjacent to film 28. Spreaders 22 
generally travel along direction D with the films once 
inserted. By the time spreaders 22a move along direction D 
and reach the position of spreaders 22b, spreaders 22a will 
have moved outward from film 28 in the directions of arrows 
O. Simultaneously sealers 24 are sealing films 26 and 30 to 
film 28. As illustrated, sealers 24 are heat-sealing devices, 
although other devices could be used to seal the films 
together, Such as adhesive applying devices. Sealers 24a hold 
and seal the films 26, 28, 30 together thereby forming joinder 
portions while spreader 22a moves to the position of spreader 
22b. Then, another sealer 24 (not shown) will contact films 
26, 28, 30 and seal them together to create another opening 
(not shown) upstream from opening 32a. 
As shown, each opening 32 is formed by one spreader 22 

and two sealers 24. It is also possible to form adjacent open 
ings utilizing common sealers 24 between them. Therefore, 
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only one sealer set 24 could be provided above and below the 
films between openings 32a and 32b, for example. Such 
sealer set could make a single point contact, thereby changing 
the shapes of the openings a bit to widen them, or could 
extend along direction D between openings 32a and 32b and 
seal the entire area between sealers 24b and 24c. All openings 
32 need not be the same size. For example, the outermost 
openings may be larger than the center opening in a common 
six pack arrangement (not different sizes of openings being 
formed in FIG. 1A). Thus, the loops of film 26 may have 
different sizes along a given holder. Making the central loops 
Smaller may help pull the resulting package together more 
tightly during heat-shrinking. 

Spreaders 22 and sealers 24 should remain in contact with 
films 26, 28, 20 long enough to reliably seal them together to 
form a blank 42. The amount of contact time may vary 
according to line speed, sealer type (heat versus adhesive), 
sealer temperature, film properties, etc. FIG. 1A shows only 
one of the possible arrangements of spreader 22 and sealer 24 
contact ranges. 

Spreaders 22 and sealers 24 may be moved laterally, ver 
tically, pivotally, or some combination, into and out of place, 
by Suitable motors, drives, etc. For example, the spreaders and 
sealers may be mounted on a rotating device that places the 
elements in the upstream position, drives them in direction D. 
removes them in the downstream position, and then returns 
them to the upstream position. A programmable logic con 
troller, motors and sensors can be used to control Such move 
ment as desired. Various guide rollers 34, which may be 
driven or idlers, may be provided to guide the films thorough 
line 10a. The films may be paid off rolls 12, 14, 16 at different 
speeds to account for the different lengths of films used in 
forming Zone 20. That is, more of films 26 and 30 is needed 
than of film 28, as configured in FIG. 1A. Some or all of the 
film supply rolls 12, 14, 16 may therefore be driven, and other 
flow controlling structures Such as gimballing rollers or the 
like may be used. 

Perforating devices 36,38, and 40, schematically shown in 
FIG. 1A, may also be employed, if desired. As shown, perfo 
rating device 36 perforates all three films 26, 28, 30, so as to 
allow for division of the films into separate holders. Perforat 
ing device 38 perforates film 26, and perforating device 40 
perforates film 30. These latter perforations allow individual 
articles to be removed from the formed holders later. Perfo 
rating devices 36, 38, 40 may be linearly or rotationally 
moving knife devices. Controllers and servomotors and the 
like may cause the perforating devices to operate at desired 
times, to achieve perforations where desired in the films. 

Take up roll 18 may be eliminated if desired, and line 10a 
of FIG. 1A may lead directly to line 10b of FIG. 1B. Alter 
natively, take up roll 18 may be replaced by a box or the like, 
with the film material being fan folded in place. Use of a box 
may provide easier splicing and change out opportunities, 
while use of a roll may provide more secure control and 
denser packaging. Either is an acceptable modification of that 
shown. 

FIG. 1B is a perspective schematic view of one possible 
line configuration of a line 10b for placing articles in heat 
shrinkable holders so as to create a package. As stated, lines 
10a and 10b may be merged into one line, eliminating the 
need for use of take up rolls 18, if desired. As shown, roll 18 
Supplies blank 42 material, comprising in FIG. 1B adjacent 
six-pack holders 100 separated by perforations 44 formed by 
device 36. Blank 42 travels to an opening station 46, where an 
opener such as a blower 48, a suction device 49, or a mechani 
cal finger device 50, or some combination of both opens the 
openings 32 of holders 100. Articles 102 are then loaded into 
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openings 32 (see arrow L). As shown, six cans are vertically 
moved into the openings 32. However, the articles may 
instead be vertically stationary and the blank material may be 
placed over the articles from above or below, if desired. Blank 
42 is then separated at perforations 44 by a divider 52 to form 
individual loaded holders. It is possible to not make the per 
forations where illustrated in line 10a, and to simply cut the 
blank 42 when indicated in line 10b. The loaded holders 100 
are then passed into a heating device 54 Such as a heat tunnel. 
Any of the films within the holders 100 that are heat-shrink 
able will then contract, forming unitary packages 200. 

If desired, packages 200 may be further combined in vari 
ous ways, such as by heat sealing or shrinking or adhesives to 
create still larger packages. For example, two six packs could 
be combined to create a twelve pack (see FIG. 5B); four six 
packs could be combined to create a case, etc. Also, packages 
200 may be connected vertically. 

It should be understood that the representations of FIGS. 
1A and 1B are not intended to be to scale and are schematic 
illustrations only. It should also be understood that the line 
10a need not use three films; any number offilms greater than 
two may be employed with modification of the line. For 
example, two films could be used to create a linear collection 
of articles. Four or five films could be used to create a group 
ing of articles three across (as opposed to two across). Modi 
fications to the heat sealing and possible use of adhesives, 
whether heat activated, heat cured, contact adhesives, or oth 
erwise, could be used to create larger arrays of openings and 
larger packages. 

FIGS. 2A-2C show enlarged views of a holder 100 and 
articles 102, in this case cans. FIG. 2A shows a holder 100, as 
separated along perforations 44. It would be possible to sepa 
rate the holders 100 before filling them with articles 102, if 
desired. FIG. 2B shows six articles 102 in openings 32 of 
holder 100 before heat shrinking. FIG. 2C shows unitized 
package 200 after heat shrinking. FIGS. 2B and 2C illustrate 
that heat-shrinking can beneficially cause the articles 102 to 
be pulled together in two perpendicular dimensions, that is 
along the line of central film 28 and perpendicular to it. This 
shrinking helps ensure a solid unitized package 200. Adjacent 
articles 102 all have film between their sides to the will not 
'clank' into each other, possibly damaging the articles during 
handling or shipping. This is especially useful if the articles 
are containers, such as glass bottles. Also, the heat shrinking 
maintains the articles in a Solid formation, as opposed to 
certain container holders where the bottoms of the containers 
may swing out from the tops when moved about. Again, the 
disclosed holder 100 prevents such swinging, and potentially 
prevents damage resulting therefrom. Articles are unlikely to 
slip out of holder 100 due to the tensions caused by heat 
shrinking, making them easy to handle and carry. Also, the 
resulting unitary package can be readily stacked and or used 
in displays. Because each article is packaged in its own heat 
shrunken opening, individual containers are readily removed 
without damaging the integrity of the rest of the package. 

FIG. 3 is a top view of a heat-shrunken holder 100 as in 
FIG.2C, with the articles removed for clarity. As seen, shrink 
ing along the central line followed by film 28 helps draw the 
six containers in to form a unitized shape, with all adjacent 
containers having at least one buffering piece offilm between 
them for protection. As can be seen, the amount of film used 
from films 26 and 30 is much greater than from central film 
28, and the outermost openings 32 are larger than the central 
openings. Based on the size and shape of the articles to be 
packaged, the operation of forming Zone 20 can be readily 
designed so as to achieve a desired resulting configuration. 
The amount offilm used for outer films 26 and 30 may thus be 
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two times more than that of film 28, and could be as much as 
four or more times greater as well, depending on the applica 
tion. 

FIG. 4A is a perspective view of an alternate package 210 
including heat- shrunken holder 110 and articles 102, as in 
FIG. 2C, wherein the holder includes additional perforations 
112 for assisting in removing the individual articles. Perfora 
tions 112 are made by devices 38 and 40 in line 10a, as 
discussed above. As shown, two perforations 112 are pro 
vided for each article 102, but more or fewer may be provided. 
Also, the area of film 114 between the perforations may be 
bonded to the article 102, if desired, for example, by an 
adhesive that could be applied to the film or article, or acti 
vated during heat shrinking or otherwise. Thus, the holder 
100 would provide a label for the article 102 via film piece 
114, eliminating the necessity of separately labeling the 
article. (See FIG. 4E below for printed indicia on film). 

FIG. 4B is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
package 220 including holder 120 and articles 102, as in FIG. 
2C, wherein the holder has a smaller vertical dimension. If 
desired, holder 120 may thus cover less of the articles, but the 
protective abilities may be lessened at some point with a 
smaller holder. Also, the holder may be placed around a bottle 
neck or along a can ridge, if desired. 

FIG. 4C is a perspective view of an alternate heat-shrunken 
package 230 including holder 120 and articles 102, as in FIG. 
2C, wherein the articles are held by two holders 120 as in FIG. 
4B. Use of two smaller holders 120 requires less film than 
holder 100 and addresses protection issues noted above, 
although assembly of the package 230 may be more complex. 

FIG. 4D is a perspective view of another alternate package 
240 including a heat-shrunkenholder 120 and articles 102, as 
in FIG.2C, wherein the holder is smaller and centrally located 
vertically along the articles. Central location of a smaller 
holder may also address protection issues while reducing 
material used. 

FIG. 4E is a perspective view of an alternate package 250 
including a heat-shrunken holder 150 and articles 102, as in 
FIG. 2C, wherein the holder 150 includes printed indicia 152 
thereon. The printed indicia 152 may be individual elements 
or a common element across the various articles or across 
multiple packages, as desired. Thus all article labeling or 
Supplemental article labeling may be accomplished via the 
package holder portion. 

FIG. 4F is a perspective view of an alternate package 260 
including a heat-shrunken holder 160 and articles 102, as in 
FIG. 2C, wherein printed indicia 162 on the articles 102 may 
be seen through at least a portion of the holder, and including 
an optional handle 164. In this embodiment, the outer films 26 
and 30 would be at least partially translucent or transparent in 
whole or part. If such a handle 164 were provided, it could be 
part of a film, Such as central film 28 as shown, or an entirely 
separate piece attached in Some way, Such as via heat or 
adhesive. Handle 164 could need to be made of a more robust 
and/or less or non-shrinkable film or other material, depend 
ing on the size and weight of the package. 

FIG. 4G is a perspective view of an alternate package 270 
including heat-shrunken holder 170 and articles 102, as in 
FIG. 2C, wherein the holder extends along the entire side 
Surfaces and at least partially onto the top and bottom Surfaces 
of the articles. Thus, as shown, the articles 102 are substan 
tially wrapped and secured in three dimensions using holder 
170. 

FIG. 5A is a perspective view of an alternate package 280 
including a heat-shrunken holder 180 and articles 102, 
wherein the holder holds articles in a two by six arrangement. 
Thus, it should be understood that various arrangements of 
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articles is possible. For example, as further shown in FIG. 5B 
alternate package 290 includes a heat-shrunken holder 190 
and articles 102, wherein the holder holds articles in a three by 
four, twelve-pack arrangement. Such arrangement can be 
achieved in various ways, and in various steps as mentioned 
above. As shown herein, the package 290 is essentially 
equivalent to two side-by-side six packpackages 200, with an 
added film layer 292 therebetween. Layer 292 could be 
applied via heat and/or adhesive. Alternatively, the entire 
twelve article holder 190 could be constructed in one pass on 
a modified version of line 10a. 

FIGS. 6A-6C show enlarged views of an alternate holder 
300 and articles 302, in this case bottles. Holder 300 is made 
from four sheets of film,324,326,328,330. Holder 300 may 
be formed from a blank holding a plurality of such holders, 
separable along perforations, such as perforations 44 dis 
cussed above. Separation of holders 300 results in two edges 
322 at each end of the holder. As shown, holder 300 has eight 
openings 332 for receiving the articles 302, although as dis 
cussed above, practically any number could be employed. 
Other openings 333 are created by the manufacturing process, 
but these are not necessarily sized to accept articles 302, or at 
least articles of the same size. FIG. 6B shows eight articles 
302 in openings 332 of holder 300 beforeheat shrinking. FIG. 
6C shows unitized package 400 after heat shrinking. As with 
FIGS. 2B and 2C above, heat-shrinking can cause the articles 
302 to be pulled together in two perpendicular dimensions, 
helping ensure a solid unitized package 400. Adjacent articles 
302 all have film between their sides, as above, and each 
article is again packaged in its own heat-shrunken opening so 
that individual containers are readily removed without dam 
aging the integrity of the rest of the package. 

Holder 300 beneficially includes sheets of substantially 
equal length between edges 322. Such equal sheet length 
allows holder 300 or a blank of multiple holders to lie flat or 
be readily rolled. In some applications, such abilities may be 
desirable, as compared to the holders described above. 

It should be understood that although holder 300 is illus 
trated as having four sheets and eight openings, various dif 
ferent sizes are possible. For example, holder 300 could have 
two sheets holding a linear grouping of articles, or could have 
six or eight sheets, holding wider groupings. 

FIG. 7 is a top view of a section through heat-shrunken 
holder 300, with the articles removed for clarity. As seen, 
shrinking helps draw the eight containers into form a unitized 
shape, with all adjacent containers having at least one buff 
ering piece of film between them for protection. Since the 
amount of film used from films 324-330 is somewhat equal, 
the resulting package is somewhat symmetrical. 

Based on the size and shape of the articles to be packaged, 
the operation of forming Zone as shown in FIG. 1A and the 
filling Zone in FIG. 1B can be readily modified to form holder 
300. For example, an even number of film supply rolls could 
be used, and the spreaders and sealers could be arranged as 
needed to form the desired configuration. It would be possible 
to first join two films to form an initial blank having one row 
of openings for articles, and then to join two or more of those 
blanks so as to create a package having more than one row. It 
would also be possible to join the films using a heat sealer 
while joining the blanks using an adhesive, or vice versa. The 
ultimate processes and machinery will depend on the desired 
package shape. 

FIGS. 8A and 8B show two modifications to package 400 
including handles. In FIG. 8A, package 410 includes a handle 
464, similar to that shown above. Handle 464 may extend 
from one of the sheets formingholder 300' or may be an added 
sheet. In FIG. 8B, handle 564 of package 420 is attached to an 
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outer sheet of holder 300". Handle 564 may be attached at any 
location via heat sealing or adhesive. Either handle may be 
made of shrinkable or nonshrinkable plastic or other materi 
als, as desired. Handle 564 may also extend further around 
package for a more secure hold, if desired. 

Various types of films may be used for the holders' films 
and handles, such as commercially available heat-shrink 
films, such as polyethylene (LLDPE, LDPE, HDPE), PVC, 
polypropylene, Styrene copolymer, or the like. The ultimate 
material selected and its properties can be selected to achieve 
the needs of the size, shape, weight, and number of the articles 
being packaged, the method of shipment, sale and use, etc. 

FIGS. 9-13 show yet another embodiment of a holder and 
package, in which the holder and label are dual-functioning. 
In fact, the holder and package are constructed so that upon 
removal of individual articles (such as containers) from the 
package, a commensurate portion of the holder is removed as 
well, comprising the label for the article, and leaving no 
“scrap” material behind. Therefore, waste and potential litter 
can be reduced, and recycling or other disposal can be 
improved. 
More particularly, package 510 includes articles 502 held 

in place by holder 500. As illustrated, holder 500 holds six 
articles (in this case bottles) 502 in a six-pack orientation 
(two-by-three). Again, any number and arrangement of 
articles could be employed. 

Holder 500 includes four films, 524, 526, 528, 530 
arranged to hold the two rows of articles 502. If desired, 
holder 500 may be formed with heat seal portions 540 
between articles in one direction, and a releasable fastener 
such as adhesive, glue, or other releasable fastener 542 in the 
other direction. In other words, strips of two films (524 and 
526, or 528 and 530) could be formed by heat sealing 540 to 
form a row of openings 532 between adjacent heat sealing 
portions. Then, at least two of the two-film strips could be 
joined to form a holder 500 having multiple rows, as shown, 
thereby forming intermediate openings 533. Furthermore, 
perforations 544 may be formed at the heat seal portions 540 
to provide separability of articles 502 from holder 500, and 
end perforations 546 may be formed to provide separability 
between two-film strips used to from holder 500. In the fig 
ures, the size of tails 522 and seal portions 540 are exagger 
ated for illustrative purposes. Tails 522 may also be sealed 
with the two films together in “one piece.” rather than the two 
as shown. Such tails and seal portions need only be large 
enough to provide a seal and allow perforations to be created 
through them for separability. Reducing the size of these 
portions beneficially reduces the amount of raw material film 
used, reduces package weight, and may improve aesthetics by 
providing a smoother Surface upon separation of articles, as 
described below. 

Holder 500 could be formed using the structures and con 
cepts disclosed in connection with FIGS. 1A and 1B, modi 
fied as needed for the particular application and holder size 
and shape. The releasable fastener 542 should hold articles 
502 securely within holder 500, but should be releasable 
when a user pulls on it so as to allow separation between the 
adjacent two-film Strips without tearing the strips adjacent the 
releasable fastener 542. 

Thus, as shown in FIGS. 11 and 12, to remove a single 
article 502a from an end of the package 510, one would pull 
on it until tearing occurred along one set of perforations 546a 
and separation occurred along one releasable fastener portion 
542a. Either separation could occur first or it could occur 
simultaneously. Doing so would leave material from films 
528 and 530 firmly attached to article around the entire cir 
cumference. As shown in FIG. 13, another article 502b can be 
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removed by tearing further perforations 546b. Sequentially 
all articles could be removed from package 510. Notably, 
upon removal of an article, no waste is created or left hanging 
from either the article or holder 500. 

If desired, printed indicia of any type 562 may be provided 
on some or all of film portions 528a and 530a to provide a 
color background, labeling, decoration, etc. Thus, once sepa 
rated from package 510, holder film portions 528a and 530a 
would comprise a label for the article 502a. The holder 502 
thus can serve double duty as the label to meet decorational, 
promotional, or legal labeling requirements. The films form 
ing holder 502 could thus be fed into a forming systems, such 
as that in FIG. 1A in Synchronization, for example using 
known elements such as visual sensors, timing marks, etc. 
(not shown), to provide feedback to the film drive to thereby 
match the front and back side film portions to create a unified 
label appearance. 

Alternatively, holder 502 could have transparent or trans 
lucent properties, either along the entire film or in portions, 
allowing an additional label or printed matter on the article to 
show through. The individual films on article 502a could if 
desired be constructed to be designed to be removed in some 
fashion, by additional perforations, or embedded tear strips, 
etc., after separation from package 510. Also, a reveal could 
be provided by way of an opaque or other colored portion of 
the films that would obscure something on an article beneath 
the films, so as to provide a potential Surprise to a consumer, 
a game, a prize depending on what appears beneath, etc. Such 
reveal could also be carried out by printing on the inside of the 
films (facing the article, not the outside), if Such material is 
not readable from the outside of package 510, regardless of 
whether something appears on the article beneath the film. 

Also, if desired, it may be useful to have at least a portion 
of the film be non-transparent, so as to cover up any underly 
ing barcode appearing on the article or underlying label, 
where the underlying barcode contains information related to 
an individual article (as opposed to a group Such as a six 
pack). Further, the film may have on its outside single a 
barcode related to the package of articles, or each packaged 
article may have on the respective film portion on its outside 
a barcode related to an individual article. In that way, inaccu 
rate payment and inventory information is less likely to be 
obtained, whether inadvertent or intentionally, at checkout. 
Such options are available based on the desired application, 
channel of trade, retail environment, etc. 

Presently, films deemed suitable for such holder 510 
include polypropylene, PET, PVC, OPS, shrink materials, 
and various polyethylene blends. Depending on application, 
the film thickness may be about 40-76 micron. Welding may 
be carried out using known film welding devices such as heat 
bar or a ni-chrome wire shielded with Teflon cloth, or other 
Suitable device. The releasable fastener may comprise a glue, 
an adhesive, etc. For example, the fastener may comprise a 
strip or individual portions of pressure sensitive adhesive 
such as holt melt or cold seal. One suitable adhesive for 
certain applications is The Bemis Company, Inc., Mactac 
STW 199013. The fastener may also comprise a tape, or a 
sacrificial weld that has a strength designed to separate before 
tearing of the films at undesired locations. Perforations may 
be carried out using a triggered wheel, bar, knife, etc. The 
perforations between articles should be sufficient in length 
and percentage to allow separation at a desired location 
before failure at an undesired location when a consumer 
wishes to remove an article from a package. The perforations 
should no be so Substantial that the integrity of the package is 
compromised during assembly of package, shrinking, han 
dling, shipping, etc. The parameters of the films, size of the 
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openings, extent of the perforations and choice and orienta 
tion of the releasable fastener will all be dependent upon the 
size, shape, weight, and material or the articles being pack 
aged, the orientation of the articles, the number of articles in 
total and interms of rows and columns in a given package, etc. 

If a glue, adhesive, tape, heat seal or the like is used for 
releasable fastener 542, it can be selected so that the joinder 
point will release from one or both of the sheets upon pulling 
by the end user to allow an article to separate, leaving the 
sheets intact. Alternately, Such joinder point can be selected 
so that it will not release without potentially tearing the sheets 
(that is, a firmer grip). If so, it may be desirable to weaken the 
area around the joinder point, for example with perforations 
or the like. In such case, adhesive or the like could be applied 
to areas within perforations on one or both sheets, allowing 
for removal of the perforated area of the sheet as an article is 
removed. Thus, the releasable fastener as claimed can have 
many variations within the scope of the invention. 

FIGS. 14-20 show one example of a device useful for 
applying films to articles such as bottles. As shown, device 
600 applies film blank 602 from roll 604 on to articles 606 fed 
on a conveyor 608, in this case double-file. The process moves 
from left to right as shown in FIG. 14. Articles 606 move to the 
right until they meet a timing device 610, in this case star 
wheels (See FIG. 18). Other timing devices could be used, or 
the articles could be carried on a gripper conveyor with pre 
determined spacing already achieved. 

Blank 602 follows guide 612 to a placement area 614, 
starting near the star wheels in FIG. 14. A further guide 616 
helps urge blank 602 downward. Openings 618 in blank strip 
602 are synchronized with the articles 606, either by use of 
sensors, timing marks, etc., or simply by virtue of hand 
attachment of the blank to leading articles when the device is 
started. As conveyor 608 is operated, articles 606 move to the 
right and pull blank strip 602, thereby unwinding it off roll 
604. Guides 612 and 616 direct blank 602 downward to a 
desired position with articles 606 in each opening 618. 

Separation devices 620, in this case screws, are located 
downstream from the placement area 614. As shown in FIG. 
15, screws have non-uniform threading at a first end 622 to 
separate groups of articles according to perforations in films 
as the articles reach the second end 624. Separation devices 
620 can be driven from a single drive input 626 via chains 628 
and gearing 630. Separated groups of articles 632 are then fed 
into a heating unit 634. Such as a heat tunnel, to shrink wrap 
the films and form the group of articles and film portion from 
blank 602 into a unitary package along the lines described 
above. 

Additional devices may be employed to assist the place 
ment of blank strip 602 over articles 606. For example, a 
blower 636 may be employed to blow along and downward 
against the blank within the placement area 614. Blower 636 
can help slide the blank strips downward so that articles 606 
end up in the desired openings 618 in the blank strips. 

Also, separators 640 may be provided and driven in syn 
chronicity with the articles 606 and blank strip 602. Each 
separator 640 fits in an opening 618 and functions to open and 
hold in place the opening so that the article will fit within it. 
Separators 640 are driven by a chain or chains 642 driven by 
a drive 644. Each separator 640 is mounted on a shuttle 646 
that is slidably attached to a housing 638 attached to chain 642 
via a support 648 (See FIG. 19). Shuttles 646 include wheels 
650 that follow guide track 652. The guide track 652 may be 
contoured to drop separators 640 into openings 618 to provide 
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a guide for the openings to slide on to articles 606. Supports 
648 may extend into separators 640 when the separators are 
closer to chain 642. 

If desired, a blower system may also be used with separa 
tors 640. As shown, blower 654 blows air via pipes 656 into 
manifolds 658 on the sides of housing 660. Links 662 of chain 
642 are mounted on a hollow tube 664. When chain 642 is 
driven individual tubes 664 are pressurized when they reach 
manifolds 658. (Although manifolds are shown on both sides, 
it would be possible to use only one.) Tubes 664 are in fluid 
communication with respective Supports 648, which are in 
fluid communication with an opening 666 within respective 
separators 640. Passages 668 through separators 640 allow 
the pressurized fluid to escape and travel downward along the 
outside of the separators. Such flow assists in the expanding 
of openings 618 within blank 602. As shown in FIG. 14, 
manifold 658 allows fluid to flow though such passages 668 
before separators 640 are placed into openings 618, and such 
flow may continue for some time. If desired, such flow may 
continue until blank 602 begins to slide down onto articles 
606. 

Passages 668 should be large enough in size and number to 
provide sufficient flow to open openings 618 and/or assist 
sliding of blank 602 over articles 606. The shape of separator 
640 assists in providing a smooth flow where desired, and the 
pointed tip 670 assists in aligning the separator with a desired 
opening 618. If desired, other shapes could be employed for 
separator 640, and alternate or additional passages cold be 
provided to allow fluid flow for a desired application, line 
speed, article, and/or blank. Device 600 and the respective 
conveyors, drives, blowers, etc. may be controlled by a con 
troller 672, such as a PLC or the like as is available from 
Allen-Bradley or others. 

If desired, the device above and blank could be modified 
slightly to provide separately sleeved articles during the 
manufacturing process. That is, blank 602 would be made of 
only two strips of film creating one row of openings 618 for 
articles 606. Device 600 would be modified also, for example 
by having only one row of separators 640. Separation devices 
620 could be modified so that individual articles would be 
separated from each other, not separated into groups. There 
fore, when the blank portion in the form of a heat-shrinkable 
sleeve enters heating unit 634, the sleeve is attached to the 
article, thereby potentially functioning as a label. 

Using device 600 in such way to apply labels and/or sleeves 
to articles starting with film blanks has various benefits. First 
ofall, if polyethylene is used, such film may be generally less 
expensive than other body sleevings in current use for articles 
Such as containers. Also, a labeled container prepared in Such 
way is achieved using a smaller factory footprint than in other 
arrangements, where for example, expensive adhesive apply 
ing and labeling machines might be required. Also, with 
minor change out of parts on device 600, a line could be put in 
place that could form either single article sleeves or multi 
article packages. 

It should be understood that other methods and devices 
could be employed to apply blanks to articles to assist in 
creating packages according to the above teachings. For 
example, Suction, other blowers, fingers, or other mechanical 
means could be employed to spread and apply blank 602 to 
articles 606. And articles could be separated into group and 
made into packages in other ways. Further, such method need 
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not occur with banks comprising two rows of openings or a 
six pack, etc., and practical number and/or orientation could 
be used. 

Therefore, it should be understood that the types of hold 
ers, packages, articles, devices and methods utilized with the 
teachings of the present disclosure should not be limited to 
those embodiments shown herein. It should also be under 
stood that features of the various embodiments above may be 
recombined in other ways to achieve still further embodi 
ments within the scope of the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A heat-shrinkable holder for securing a plurality of 

articles, the holder comprising: 
at least a first and second blank Strips, each first and second 

blank Strip including: 
a first sheet formed of heat-shrinkable material and having 

a pre-shrinking length; and 
a second sheet formed of heat-shrinkable material substan 

tially equal to the first sheet pre-shrinking length, the 
second sheet being joined to the first sheet at discrete 
joinder locations so as to create at least two openings 
therebetween, each of the openings sized larger than one 
of the articles, the first and second sheets including 
perforations at the discrete joinder locations; and 

releasable fastener portions for holding the first blank strip 
to the second blank strip, the releasable fastener portions 
being located between the second sheet of the first blank 
strip and the first sheet of the second blank strip and a 
second sheet of a second strip at locations spaced from 
the perforations; each of the first and second sheets 
being heat-shrinkable to an extent to secure one of the 
articles on each opening, a portion of one of the first 
sheets and a portion of one of the second sheets securing 
one of the articles being removable from the holder by 
tearing at the perforations and by release of the releas 
able fastener portion. 

2. The holder of claim 1, wherein the holder is configured 
with six openings for securing six articles in a two-by-three 
arrangement. 

3. The holder of claim 1, wherein the articles do not contact 
each other directly when secured. 

4. The holder of claim 1, wherein at least one of the first or 
second sheets includes printed indicia relating to the article. 

5. The holder of claim 1, wherein the portion of the first 
sheet and the portion of the second sheet comprise a label for 
the article. 

6. The holder of claim 1, wherein the first and second sheets 
are joined via at least one of heating or an adhesive. 

7. The holder of claim 1, wherein the holder further 
includes an extending handle. 

8. The holder of claim 1, wherein the articles are contain 
CS. 

9. The holder of claim 1, wherein the perforations and 
releasable fastener portions are located so that upon removal 
of the portion of the first sheet, the portion of the second sheet 
and the article, the holder and remaining articles are an intact 
package and no waste holder material is generated. 

10. A package of articles comprising: 
a plurality of articles; 
at least a first and second blank Strips, each first and second 

blank Strip including: 
a first sheet formed of heat-shrinkable material and having 

a pre-shrinking length; and 
a second sheet formed of heat-shrinkable material substan 

tially equal to the first sheet pre-shrinking length, the 
second sheet being joined to the first sheet at discrete 
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joinder locations so as to create at least two openings 
therebetween, each of the openings sized larger than one 
of the articles, the first and second sheets including 
perforations at the discrete joinder locations; and 

releasable fastener portions for holding the first blank strip 
to the second blank strip, the releasable fastener portions 
being located between the second sheet of the first blank 
strip and the first sheet of the second blank strip and a 
second sheet of a second strip at locations spaced from 
the perforations; each of the first and second sheets 
being heat-shrinkable to an extent to secure one of the 
articles on each opening, a portion of one of the first 
sheets and a portion of one of the second sheets securing 
one of the articles being removable from the holder by 
tearing at the perforations and by release of the releas 
able fastener portion. 

11. The package of claim 10, wherein the articles do not 
contact each other directly when secured. 

12. The package of claim 10, wherein at least one of the first 
or second sheets includes printed indicia relating to the 
article. 

13. The package of claim 10, wherein the first and second 
sheets are joined via at least one of heating or an adhesive. 

14. The package of claim 10, wherein the perforations and 
releasable fastener portions are located so that upon removal 
of the portion of the first sheet, the portion of the second sheet 
and the article, the holder and remaining articles are an intact 
package and no waste holder material is generated. 

15. A package of articles comprising: 
a plurality of articles; and 
a holder including at least four sheets of heat-shrunken 

material having substantially equal pre-shrinking 
lengths, the sheets being joined at a plurality of discrete 
joinder portions thereby forming a plurality of openings 
arranged in at least two rows, perforations being formed 
at the joinder portions and releasable fastener portions 
being formed between the innermost two sheets spaced 
from the perforations, each opening sized to secure an 
article therein, the heat-shrunken material and articles 
thereby forming a unitary heat-shrunken package con 
figured with a plurality of articles arranged in the at least 
two rows, individual articles being separable from the 
package by tearing at a respective one of the perforations 
once separating at a respective one of the releasable 
fasteners without generating waste holder material. 

16. The package of claim 15, wherein the package is con 
figured so that articles do not contact each other directly when 
secured. 

17. The package of claim 15, wherein at least one of the 
sheets includes printed indicia relating to the article. 

18. The package of claim 15, wherein the perforations and 
releasable fastener portions are located so that upon removal 
of the portion of the first sheet, the portion of the second sheet 
and the article, the holder and remaining articles are an intact 
package and no waste holder material is generated. 

19. A heat-shrinkable holder for securing a plurality of 
articles, the holder comprising: 

at least four sheets of heat-shrunken material having Sub 
stantially equal pre-shrinking lengths, the sheets being 
joined at a plurality of discrete joinder portions thereby 
forming a plurality of openings arranged in at least two 
rows, perforations being formed at the joinder portions 
and releasable fastener portions being formed between 
the innermost two sheets spaced from the perforations, 
each opening sized to secure an article therein, the heat 
shrunken material and articles thereby forming a unitary 
heat-shrunken package configured with a plurality of 
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articles arranged in the at least two rows, individual of the portion of the first sheet, the portion of the second sheet 
articles being separable from the package by tearing at a and the article, the holder and remaining articles are an intact 
respective one of the perforations once separating at a package and no waste holder material is generated. 
respective one of the releasable fasteners without gen- 21. The holder of claim 19, wherein at least one of the 
erating waste holder material. 5 sheets includes printed indicia relating to the article. 

20. The holder of claim 19, wherein the perforations and 
releasable fastener portions are located so that upon removal k . . . . 
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